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Humans and other more advanced animals such as chimpanzees have the 

ability to learn in the most complex way of all: through reasoning. Reasoning 

is the process of forming conclusions based on information and experience. It 

allows us to build on previous knowledge, to put information together to come 

up with new information. One very important result of reasoning is that it 

enables animals to solve problems and respond to difficulties in their 

environment even when those difficulties are new to them. 
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Children watch their parents play with shiny technological objects all day. 

Parents never let them out of their hands. When mothers are feeding their 

infants, the shiny objects are often in their hands or at their ears. When 

parents bring their small children to the park, they pay so much attention to 

the shiny objects that their children become jealous. Indeed. the children are 

often left alone because their parents are keeping company with the shiny 

objects. As a result, playground accidents are on the increase. 

As soon as children are old enough to express their desires. children want 

the shiny objects as well and few parents say no. And the little shiny screens 

pass into the playground. Phones, tablets and computers take the place of 

building blocks, modeling clay, books and dolls. The screens shine brightly and 

are quite beautiful. The screens make children three magical promises that 

seem like gifts from the fairies. You will always be heard. You can put your 

attention wherever you want it to be. And you will never have to be alone. 

Without knowing it. we are beginning a giant experiment involving our 
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children. There is much that is exciting and thrilling here. But I am a little bit 

worried. Children become drawn in by the three promises but they may lose 

out in the end. Why? Because talking to others through technology leads 

children to substitute mere connection for the delicate complexities of 

developing conversation. Indeed. many children end up afraid of conversation. 

because it takes place in real time and they have less control over what they 

say. 

Beyond this, children use conversations with each other to learn how to 

have conversations with themselves. For children growing up, the capacity for 

self-reflection is the foundation of development. I worry that the holding 

power of the screen does not encourage this. It blocks that inner voice by 

offering continual connection. So in addition to taking children away from 

conversation with other children, spending too much time with screens can 

take children away from themselves. 

One of the things that modeling clay, paints and blocks do for children is 

to slow them down. When you watch children play with them, you see how the 

physicality of the materials offers a resistance that gives children time to 

think, to use their imaginations, and to create their own worlds. Children learn 

to do this alone. They learn to experience this time when they are alone as 

pleasurable solitude for getting to know themselves. This capacity for solitude 

will be very useful for the rest of their lives. It is in this area that I have my 

greatest concern: the screen's promise that you will never have to be alone. 

Why is solitude so important and why do we want to cultivate it in the 

young? Solitude is essential for creativity, but it is also the state where we 

find ourselves. And it is only when we know ourselves that we can reach out, 

have relationships with other people and really appreciate them for their own 

sake as other people. So, solitude is necessary for conversation. If we aren't 

able to be alone with ourselves, we are at risk of using other people as "spare 

parts" to support our undeveloped selves. One of the great tasks of childhood 
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is to develop the capacity for healthy solitude. It is what will make it possible 

for children to develop true friendships. 

I worry that we have yet to have a conversation about what seems to be a 

developing "new normal" of the presence of screens on the playground. When 

something becomes the new normal, it becomes hard to talk about because it 

seems like second nature. But it's time to talk about what we want childhood 

to accomplish. 

it self-reflection Ere IX ~ 

solitude rJJJJ!I!. 

new normal ~ t:::. tJ. 'M~ . 'M~ 

second nature ~=O:r:Ktt 

11. Playground accidents often happen when some small children are jealous 

of others who carry shiny technological objects. 

12. Many parents allow their children to have a shiny technological object if 

their children say they want one. 

13. The fairies will promise to give you three magical things if you hear what 

they say, pay attention to it, and never stay alone. 

14. Weare making an experiment to test what children find the most exciting 

and thrilling when they are alone. 

15. Children may fail to develop conversational ability if they mostly rely on 

mere connection through technology that allows them to control what they 

are going to say. 

16. Children may fail to have conversations with themselves if they continue 

to have conversations with other children who didn't learn self-reflection. 

17. When children creatively play with modeling clay, paints or blocks, they 

cannot play so quickly because of the physical properties of these materials. 
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18. The capacity for solitude will be available to children if the screen keeps 

its promise that they will never have to be alone. 

19. Children need to develop the capacity for being alone with themselves in 

order to have relationships with other people and really appreciate them. 

20. It's time to talk about the "new normal" of the presence of screens on the 

playground, now that it has become fully established. 
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[m] ~0~-~0~.~~h~0~fit.~~m~)~1-40~~G-~~~M 

(j, :C0*i'j~~c~ it eto 

(a) I have studied English for a long time, but I can speak ( ) for it. 

1. none the less better 2. not the better 

3. no more than better 4. none the better 

(b) The man claims ) the ghost of a woman in the castle at night. 

1. to have seen 2. to seeing 

3. to have been seen 4. to be seen 

(c) Going over the main talking points can help the audience ( ). 

2. stay involving 1. to stay involving 

3. stay involved 4. to stay to be involving 

(d) They sent back ( ) that could not be delivered. 

1. package 2. mail 3. note 4. letter 

(e) The researchers have found old paintings they believe ) from the 

middle of the 7th century. 

1. that date 2. them to date 3. they date 4. date 

(f) Since its outbreak, the disease is still far from ( ). 

1. to be contained 

3. contained 

2. containing 

4. being containing 

(g) The simple accident of falling in love is as beneficial ( 

1. as for 2. as it is 

3. the same as it is 4. as much as is 
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(11) All people desire an increase in well-being. The difficulty lies ( ) an 

acceptable measure. 

1. in defining what constitutes 2. of defining what constitutes 

3. in defining what constitute 4. of defining what constitute 
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ov J ~O)(a)-(f)O):e.l,!lo)~~: J (", -C, ~ 'b~§i < ~1if9 ~1ifl{j'i O)£J:1ifiJ\Alrll c IPJ G 'b 

o)~B.O)~~G-J~~~, ~O).~~~~~~O 

A lrll B lrll 

(a) ac-ci-dent 1. ac-cept 2, en-vi-ron-ment 

3. as-pect 4. anx-i-e-ty 

(b) fas-ci-nat-ing 1. res-er-va-tion 2. a-tom-ic 

3. at-tempt 4. at-mo-sphere 

(c) cer-tif -i-cate 1. com-mis-sion-er 2. cir-cuit 

3. sep-a-rate 4. neigh-bor 

(d) re-main 1. re-mem-brance 2. ha-tred 

3. re-ly 4. men-tal 

(e) mag-nif-i-cent 1. in-feet 2. in-ev-i-ta-ble 

3. ev-i-dent 4. in-sig-nif-i-cant 

(f) ex-plo-sive 1. pro-mote 2. awk-ward 

3. hob-by 4. com-pre-hend 
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(VJ ~Q)B*)(Q)itl9K~{~.kGc:t'5f=*)(O:)( a )-( f )Q)~,jf'l~ 1 -7 Q) 

Mt (11]) -Ci!l!~. ..:c-Q)*~~~CA:tt c:to tJ::j:). {tvtJ: ~'l~ft (11]) iO!~Hp~ f= -":)9'":) d6 

Go 

A. am~~~Q)~m.~m.~G~~-C~o 

The government ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) yet ( e ) 

( f ) in taxes. 

1. decided 

5. another 

2. to 

6. is 

3. rise 4. propose 

7. expected 

B. T-.b iO!jH:tt:: Q) f:iT to / A ~ ill Iv t::iO) G c ~ 'I '5 c:t I:J f:i. <tf Iv 0 --t5ttJ: T to 

/A~~G~C~-C~~~~k~G-C~o 

The team lost ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) because they let ( d 

( e ) ( f ) away as because they could not create enough of them. 

1. so 

5. get 

2. opportunities 3. out 

6. not 7. much 

4. their 

C. :t 1v..:c-Q)d'M&.JQ)-tt-1 :AiO!i'ivtJ:iO) ~ t:: G. fAPm Iv ~ Iv ;t~o 

We will ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) the money ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) fit you. 

1. you 2. not 

5. the item 6. should 

3. does 

7. give 

4. back 

D. 3 - 0 'Y /'\-Cf:i. ~8nf:iJl{~l¥JtJ:~1EI c ~'l '5 c:t I:J f:it±~l¥JtJ:~IEIQ)t::~f=~ 

~ G Q)-Cf:itJ: ~'liO) C -~l¥Jf=~.k Gn;t~o 

There is general agreement in Europe that crime may ( a ) ( b ) 

( c ) social factors ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. blamed 2. in 3. than 4. be 

5. rather 6. on 7. genetic factors 
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The 2012 London Games were significant in the history of the Olympics. 

For the first time, women's boxing events made their Olympic appearance. 

This meant that men and women took part in all 26 sports at the London 

Games. This open-door policy will help promote the idea of equality between 

men and women. 

The International Olympic Committee had also made an effort to persuade 

countries reluctant to allow women to participate in sports because of religious 

and other reasons to send them to London. 

( n J :bzO)~)(O)~ffl( A ) - ( F ) ~J:!!!OO-9o)l:~:t~~td:::tO)~rO) 1 - 9 

0)9=1;6\ G~lt, .:cO)*~~tCA it J:o 

On a sunny, pleasantly windy day last August, Nick Tumilowicz heard a 

loud noise as he cooked pork sausages over a fire at a friend's birthday party 

in San Francisco's Candlestick Point Park. A group of party guests had 

gathered at the edge of the picnic area, ( A ). As he ran to investigate, 

he soon saw what was wrong: A couple of kids in a rowboat were caught in the 

current and being pulled out to sea. 

Two 12-year-old boys, Christian Pryfogle and Jack Olinger, who had been 

at the party earlier, had climbed into an eight-foot open boat and had begun 

rowing out to get back a football. Then, a beach umbrella attached to the 

small craft caught the wind and pulled the boat into open water. The pair 

panicked and tried to row back to shore. But they ( B ). "We were crying 

and yelling at each other to keep rowing," says Christian. 

Tumilowicz, 34, ran at full speed half a mile to the farthest point of land. 
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The boat was already just a dot on the horizon. He knew that the poorly-made 

craft would soon be overtaken by the waves, and that the bay was cold. A 

year earlier, a man had died of cold after just one hour in the bay. 

"Everything went quiet in my head," Tumilowicz recalls. "I was trying 

C)." 

A former lifeguard, Tumilowicz stripped off his clothes and jumped into 

the cold water. Every 500 yards or so, he raised his head to assess his 

progress. "At one point, I considered turning back." he says. "I wondered if I 

was putting my life at risk." After 30 minutes of battling the current, he was 

about a mile from his starting point and close enough to yell to the boys, "Take 

down the umbrella!" 

Christian struggled with the umbrella. Finally, he untied the knotted cords 

and freed the umbrella. Then Tumilowicz ( D ). "We're going to get 

back." he told them. 

Tumilowicz took over rowing, but the waves and current were almost too 

strong for him. "Let's aim for the pier," Jack said, pointing to an abandoned 

Navy shipyard about a half mile away. Tumilowicz turned the boat toward it. 

Soon afterward, waves crashed over the craft, and it began to sink. "Can you 

guys swim?" he cried. "A little bit," the boys said. 

Once they were in the water, Tumilowicz decided it E ) toward the 

pier. Christian and Jack were wearing life jackets and floated on their backs. 

Tumilowicz held the tops of their jackets in one hand and swam with the other 

arm toward land. He swam desperately as water washed over the boys' faces. 

"Are we almost there?" they asked again and again. "Yes," Tumilowicz 

assured them each time. 

After 30 minutes, they reached the pier. Not long after, a Coast Guard 

boat picked them up and took them to a waiting ambulance. Tumilowicz, even 

though exhausted from his extreme efforts, greeted the boys' parents with a 

smile when they at last arrived. 
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To Christian's father, Mike Pryfogle, Tumilowicz had been a stranger 

before that day. Now, he was ( F ). "You're a hero," he told Tumilowicz 

repeatedly. "You're a hero." 

tt lifeguard (*ifk~O))~WJ~ 

pier ~~; liJ5i&:tJt 

shipyard ~JiJBPJT 

1. to call out to the boys to tell them to row farther away 

2. to figure out how to swim to the boys in a straight line 

3. the man who had taken the boat safely back to shore 

4. the man who had risked his life to save Pryfogle's son 

5. would be safer and faster for him to pull the boys 

6. was able to catch up and climb aboard the boat 

7. were no match for the wind and waves and spun helplessly in circles 

8. danced so excitedly that they forgot to attend to their cooking 

9. yelling and pointing at something floating in San Francisco Bay 
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(m J *O)(a)-(hJO)~)(O) ( 

rJ, .:cO)*~~~CA tt J:o 

(a) The shop apologized to the customers who had ordered the item ( 1. for 

2. of 3. though 4. unlike) the delay in delivery. 

(b) (1. In addition 2. Because 3. In spite 4. Thanks to) his timely 

offer, we could cope with the difficult situation. 

(c) Since they worked so hard, the task was ( 1. success 2. successful 

3. successfully 4. succession) completed by Tuesday. 

(d) The hotel IS not (1. available 2. capable 3. responsible 

4. accessible) for loss of cash, jewelry or other valuables left unattended in 

guest rooms. 

(e) The news that the event will be cancelled is really (1. disappoint 

2. disappointing 3. disappointed 4. to disappoint) to us all. 

(f) If your headache gets worse, take this medicine and stay in bed ( 1. until 

2. by 3. by the time 4. in time) the pain is relieved. 

(g) You are always so funny! You never ( 1. avoid 2. fail 3. give up 

4. miss) to make me laugh. 

(hJ I need more information to find out what (1. doing 2. to doing 

3. can do 4. can be done) about your problem. 
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eN] ~O)(a)~(f)o)~~Jl.onaO) -j~. i&~5~ < ~'i9 Q'iJtno){lroo:iJ\ff!!c!lt~Q ~O) 
~~Q.~~~o).~~. 9~~~C.~~6~~~~~o 

(a) l. fam-ine 2. fe-male 3. eye-brow 

4. jour-nal 5. com-plete 

(b) l. bal-ance 2. pa-rade 3. aI-low 

4. re-mind 5. com-pete 

(c) l. sub-sti-tute 2. con-cen-tra te 3. per-cent-age 

4. pho-to-graph 5. en-er-gy 

(d) l. in-stall 2. con-science 3. u-nique 

4. e-vent 5. ad-mire 

(e) l. pol-i-tics 2. char-ac-ter 3. ig-no-rant 

4. ap-par-ent 5. dis-ci-pline 

(f) l. tech-nol-o-gy 2. ne-ces-si-ty 3. de-moc-ra-cy 

4. al-ter-na-tive 5. par-tic-i-pate 
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(V] ~o)B*)(O)Ji,*0:{~;tQJ:5~:~)(0)( a )-( f )0)~ffjJ0:1-70) 

~~H 'P]) -CJ:l66. -to)*-l'}0:~2A it J:o t~:;!3. {~bt~ ~)~ft ('P]) iQ\1?rFp~~: --:::>"9J d) 

Qo 

A. ::0)-tT1' r-iQ)G1' /:$7-*,'/ r--c*0:it)(-c~;t9"o 

This web site ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) books ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. you 

5. order 

2. can 

6. the Internet 

3. allows 

7. to 

4. over 

B. iftI:mfd::*~?17~0:fljU~H Gt~iQ) J t~:: C -c¥~~t!~iQ) G:*~) ~:1F~t~ tl T~) 

Qo 

The government ( a ) ( b ) widely criticized in the press ( c ) 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ) air pollution. 

l. is 2. limit 3. to 4. for 

5. failing 6. being 7. because 

C. 1Ei:RiQ\*i5W~ffiJ 0) C ~ fd:~i t 1Ei:R~: fd:iQ)t~ ~);t it luo 

When she is ( a ) ( b ) ( c ). there is ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) her. 

1. beat 

5. at 

2. her 

6. best 

3. condition 

7. no one 

4. to 

D. :: O)**~Fp~Jl!1i-Cfd:)(q:rO)-jJPJfiQ\~ffjJf:t~ J T~) ;t9"O)-c. )(nIiH:J: J T-t 

tl~M-c~Q~0:~T~~tl~~D;titluo 

In this exercise, a part of a sentence ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) so you 

have to ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) is by looking at the context. 

1. becomes 2. blank 3. it 4. what 

5. left 6. guess 7. IS 
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Obviously, we need to pay more attention to shopping and eating habits, 

It is not uncommon for shoppers in the developed world to throwaway as 

much as half the food they buy. The tendency to buy too much is driven by 

marketing schemes that offer "buy one, get one free." Even if we really do not 

need that second item, it is hard to say no to a bargain. We need to learn to 

say "no" more effectively. 

Indeed, consumers need to be more thoughtful shoppers throughout their 

shopping experience, and express themselves through words and deeds. The 

study of shopping habits is extremely advanced, and corporations live and die 

by their data. If consumers make a conscious effort to change their habits, 

retailers will notice. 

( n J ;j((})~)((})~FJT( A ) ~ ( F ) ~tI~.Q(})':~tJJOO"!3t~tJ(})~r(}) 1 ~ 9 

(})9=riJ'I G~lf, .:c(})*-I%~~2A it eto 

For a long time in England and other parts of Europe, people from Japan, 

China, and countries in South-East Asia were commonly described as being 

mysterious and difficult to understand. This fixed image of the 'mysterious 

Oriental' was ( A ) that European travelers found it hard to read their 

emotions. They wondered whether the poker face of the Japanese might 

conceal emotions that were very different from their own. 

The Japanese do, in fact, take greater pains to hide their emotions than do 

people in Europe and North America. Every culture has its own rules that 

define the socially acceptable forms of emotional expression. In Europe and 

North America, these 'display rules' ( B ); a poker face is generally 
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regarded as dull or deceptive. In japan, on the other hand, excessive emotional 

displays are often perceived as rude, and japanese people in consequence make 

more of an effort to reduce their emotional expressions. 

Underneath these display rules, however, the emotions are the same. In 

an interesting experiment conducted by Paul Ekman and Wallace Friesen, 

American and japanese men were videotaped while they watched short films. 

Some of the films were of neutral or pleasant events, such as a yacht trip, 

while others were C ) such as eye surgery. In one showing, the men 

watched the films in private, while in another an interviewer was present. 

When alone. similar facial expressions were observed in both American and 

japanese men. When the interviewer was present, however, the japanese 

D than their American counterparts. 

The most interesting thing about this experiment, however, became 

apparent only when the videotapes were viewed in slow motion. Only then was 

it possible to observe that. when the interviewer was present. the japanese 

men actually (E as the Americans did, and succeeded in masking these 

expressions only a few fractions of a second later. In other words, the same 

basic emotions were felt by both the Americans and the japanese. These 

biological responses were automatic, beyond voluntary control. Only after 

consciousness caught up, a few hundred milliseconds later, could the learned 

display rules ( F ) the basic biological response. 

i1 deceptive ~Mit ~ it -9 J: '5 tJ.. 

millisecond 1000 5j-(J) 1 fJ; 
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1. be imposed on top of 

2. of rather disgusting things 

3. so automatic and inexpensive 

4. started to make the same expressions of disgust 

5. lead people to hide their feelings 

6. smiled more and showed less disgust 

7. encourage facial expressions of emotion 

8. of rather enjoyable experiences 

9. due in large part to the fact 
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(a) The results of the research ___ necessary to promote the recycling of 

resources. 

1. show for more money to be 2. finds more investment 

3. suggest us that more effort is 4. indicate that more funding is 

(b) use the phones in the office to make private calls. 

1. Weare not permitted for 2. You are not allowed to 

3. They are forbidden from 4. Workers are prohibited in 

(c) I'm afraid much less attention 

1. has paid 

3. has been paid to 

global warming lately. 

2. has been to paid 

4. has been paid by 

(d) Only half of the shops newly opened this year have attracted as many 

1. as customers expecting 

3. expected as customers 

2. as expected customers 

4. customers as expected 

(e) Despite the heavy rain and increasing risk of flooding, they were still 

discussing 

1. as to 

3. whether 

run away immediately or stay home. 

2. whether to 

4. that they could 
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(fl With from the police, we can't tell exactly how many victims there 

were in the accident. 

1. no information available 

3. no information is given 

(gl He wrote two novels, 

1. both which 

3. both of which 

2. no information is available 

4. having no information 

received favorable reviews from critics. 

2. which of both 

4. both of that 

(ill Unless you are properly trained, you will find these companies 

1. hard to deal with 2. difficult to deal 

3. impossible to deal at 4. tough to dealing 
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(a) prod!!ction 

l. burial 2. adj!!st 3. insurance 4. constitution 

(b) breath 

l. reveal 2. treatment 3. tr~ty 4. sweater 

(c) appearance 

l. researcher 2. earthquake 3. fearful 4. pearl 

(d) invite -
l. divide 2. physician 3. consider 4. efficient -

(e) architecture 

l. machinery 2. charge 3. merchant 4. mechanical 

(f) childhood 

l. could 2. loud 3. foolish 4. flood 
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Qo 

A. -~~~ctJQ cfL.t~ is t::1:$~jj£:O)ti < *tJ%M1~~*9 Q;:' c t::tJQo 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) of us ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) life and 

property. 

1. demand 2. a war 3. of 4. once 

5. enormous 6. would 7. sacrifices 

B. c IutJffi~tJ;:' c t::tJ6:J c tl. ;:. O){±:J~~Q GiO\tJ v~o 

I will simply have to do this job ( a ) ( b ) it might ( c ) 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ). 

1. be 2. turn 3. to 4. hard 

5. however 6. difficulty 7. out 

c. At;t,~~ c v~:J i;i~-C{t!!0)9 rz --c 0)l!J~i1 t:: * ~ Q tl 0) c ~ h --c v~ Qo 

The dog ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) all other animals ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. faithfulness 2. its 3. for 4. is 

5. above 6. distinguished 7. excels 

D. ~±±~t;t. y.~~~ cO)J: :J t::)ll1~ G --Cv~ QiO\t::J: -:J -C. JCO)7JiO\~IJ~~ 

hQo 

You can ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) a democracy ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) it treats its minorities. 

1. by 

5. how 

2. judge 

6. way 

-7-

3. of 

7. the 

4. the strength 
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Some people seem to be more resistant to stress, whereas others are much 

more sensitive to it. We can look at this at the level of personality. Some of 

us have a personality which doesn't make us experience negative emotions like 

anxiety, fear, anger, or sadness as much as others do when bad things are 

happening. Others have a personality which makes us more easily experience 

those emotions when bad things are happening. 

r± resistant ffiit?t. G:h~ 

[ n J ~O)~XO)r*J?tif C 1:'13&9 ~ ~ 0) ~ r 0) 11 ~20 0) r:p;61 G Im-::J~V\, .:c0)*i%~ 

BC).. it J:o 

Jack Roosevelt "Jackie" Robinson was born in Cairo, Georgia, in 1919 to a 

family of farmers. His mother, Mallie Robinson, single-handedly raised Jackie 

and her four other children. They were the only African American family in 

the neighborhood. The prejudice they encountered only strengthened their 

bond. From this difficult beginning would grow the man who would break 

Major League Baseball's color barrier that segregated the sport for more than 

50 years. 

Growing up m a large, single-parent family, Jackie excelled early at all 

sports and learned to make his way in life. At the University of California at 

Los Angeles, he became the top sportsman in four sports: baseball, basketball, 

football and track. His older brother, Matthew Robinson, inspired Jackie to 

pursue his talent and love for sports. Matthew won a silver medal in the 200-

meter dash - just behind Jesse Owens - at the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin, 

Germany. Unfortunately, Jackie was forced to leave the college due to 
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financial difficulties. He eventually decided to volunteer for the U.S. Army. 

Jackie served in the Army from 1942 to 1944. 

In 1945, Jackie played one season for the Kansas City Monarchs in the 

Negro Baseball League, the league for African American players. In 1947, 

Brooklyn Dodgers president Branch Rickey approached Jackie about joining the 

Brooklyn Dodgers. The Major Leagues had not had an African American 

player since 1889 when baseball became segregated. When Jackie first wore a 

Brooklyn Dodger uniform, he pioneered the integration of professional sports in 

America. By breaking the color barrier in baseball, the nation's most popular 

sport, he courageously challenged the deeply rooted racial prejudice in both the 

North and the South. 

When Jackie played at Ebbets Field, the home stadium for the Dodgers, 

for the first time on April 15, 1947, 14,000 African American baseball fans 

came to watch him. In total, 26, 623 people showed up to watch the game that 

day. He soon became a hero of the sport. He became the subject of the 

popular song "Did You See Jackie Robinson Hit That Ball?" , which was 

originally written and performed by Buddy Johnson. Buddy recorded it in 1949 

and saw it peak on the charts at number 13. That same year Count Basie re

recorded the song and his version became a baseball standard. At the end of 

his first season, Jackie became National League Rookie of the Year. He went 

on to appear in six W orId Series in ten seasons with the Dodgers from 1947 to 

1956. Other major league teams soon followed Brooklyn's lead and hired 

African American players of their own. In 1949, Jackie was elected as the 

National League's Most Valuable Player (MVP) of the Year. The movie The 

Jackie Robinson Story, in which Jackie played himself, came out in 1950. He 

retired in 1957. 

Despite his splendid career as a baseball player, life for Jackie was far 

from easy. On the road, he was forced to stay in separate hotels from his 

teammates. He had also signed a contract saying he would not fight back if he 
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ever encountered physical violence and threats. Even though he received 

insults and threats, he kept silent and played the game. 

In 1997, on the 50th anniversary of Jackie's first year with the Dodgers, 

Major League Baseball permanently retired his uniform number, 42, so that no 

other player may wear it. Today, Major League Baseball celebrates April 15 as 

"Jackie Robinson Day" when all the Major League players wear Jackie's retired 

number 42 on their uniforms. Fans embrace the day to remember his heroic 

journey and historic career. He is the only baseball player ever to be so 

honored. In the spring of 2013, the movie 42 was released to celebrate Jackie's 

achievement in Major League Baseball. 

i1 segrega te )dm~5JIJ i!&m ~ C g 

integration AM~5JIJQ)ffx~ 

rookie ~JT A 

11. Although the Robinsons were the only African American family In the 

neighborhood, they were welcomed by their neighbors. 

12. Because the Robinsons encountered prejudice, the ties within the family 

grew even stronger. 

13. Matthew almost won the gold medal in the 200-meter dash at the 1936 

Olympic Games. 

14. It was Branch Rickey who helped Jackie to get a job at the Kansas City 

Monarchs. 

15. Count Basie's version of "Did You See Jackie Robinson Hit That Ball?" 

ranked number 13 on the hit charts and became a baseball standard. 

16. In 1949, Jackie became National League Rookie of the Year as well as the 

National League's Most Valuable Player of the Year. 

17. Not only did Jackie play the leading role in The Jackie Robinson Story, but 

he also directed the movie. 
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18. Jackie made a promise not to fight back under any circumstance when he 

signed the contract and he kept his word. 

19. April 15, 1997 was the only day in history when other players In Major 

League Baseball wore Jackie's number 42 on their uniform. 

20. The release of the movie 42 shows people admire Jackie's contribution to 

Major League Baseball. 
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(a) Airplanes ) to go around the world in a short time. 

1. let us 2. bring us 3. allow us 4. able us 

(b) It ( ) whether he wins or loses. 

1. makes no difference 

3. makes little 

(c) The girl pretended ( ) a student. 

2. matters slight 

4. matters difference 

1. being 2. to be 3. of being 4. to be no 

(d) Would you give him this box when he ( )? 

1. come here 

3. comes here 

2. will come here 

4. came here 

(e) Tom got his friend ( 

1. mended 

) his T-shirt when he tore a hole in it. 

2. to mend 

3. mend 4. to be mended 

) than I expected. (f) This computer is 

1. far nice 2. far the nicer 3. by far the nicer 4. far nicer 

(g) I want you to ( ) of any changes in the situation. 

1. keep me informed 2. have kept me inform 

3. be keeping me inform 4. keep me inform 

(11) The professor advised me ( ) a decision on this matter too soon. 

1. to making 2. not making 3. not make 4. not to make 
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(a) sugges.!ion 

1. initial 2. caution 3. prom0.!i0n 4. ques.!i0n 

(b) remove -
1. appr£ve 2. imp£se 3. fond 4. acc£mplish 

(c) bomb 

1. disturb 2. breach 3. thumb 4. tumble - - -

(d) Christ 

1. choke 2. charity 3. chemical 4. branch 

(e) treasure 

1. weary 2. steady 3. wheat 4. cheat 

( f) re~ign 

1. restore 2. consist 3. sustain 4. resist - - -
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A. fL0)5U;t, ftc~7tff'"C*if{I~, m1:EibQ0ll~'¥'"C~*1f: G-cv~*90 

My father, ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f 

education for many years. is the principal of a public junior high school. 

1. works 

5. who 

2. of 

6. the 

3. has worked 4. field 

7. in 

B. ~BO)~~~h~~o):B~~'"C, .~~G-c~'"C~~.1f:~~Q~~~'"C~ 

*90 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) automatic cameras of today. anyone 

can ( e ) ( f ) photography as a hobby. 

1. up 

5. begin 

2. the 

6. take 

3. of 

7. because 

c. W~~;t. 1SlO)~ij~O)-A( 1f:M B ~:~O) ~'"CJ£.w. G -c v~t-::o 

4. fully 

The police had found ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) his clothing in the forest 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ). 

1. day 2. the 3. before 4. a 

5. piece 6. point 7. of 

D. 7IHT~i,)1J}j!nt~ v ~ ~lH), fLt-:: ~ ~;t B III B ~: ~;tm -:J -c < Q'"C G ~ -50 

We will ( a ) ( b ) on Sunday ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) delayed. 

1. be 2. our 

5. back 6. plane 

-7-

3. so long 

7. unless 

4. gets 
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We humans have a deeply curious nature, and usually it is about the minor 

matters in our lives. Our curiosity makes us do useless things like reading 

news about people we will never meet, learning topics we will never have use 

for, or exploring places we will never come back to. We just love to know 

about things, even if there's no obvious benefit. 

[ II J *O)~:stO)i*J~ c '@JJ&g- Q 0) ~ 11-200) r:pi,)) G 1I9-::J~U, "CO)*i%~~C.A:tt 

J:.o 

It is healthy to expose our skin to sunshine for a short time each day 

because it helps our body to produce vitamin D. However, too much exposure 

to sunshine can damage our skin and cause sunburn. A mild sunburn will 

cause skin to turn a pink colour and a severe one will make skin become red 

and feel very painful. Whether sunburn is mild or severe, it can lead to serious 

health problems as we grow older. Although many people believe that the 

brown colour of sunburned skin is a sign of good health, it actually shows how 

much damage we have suffered from the effects of the sun. Even though 

people born with light-coloured skin have the highest risk, people born with 

dark-coloured skin also have a risk of developing skin cancer. Bob Marley, 

who was born with dark skin, was a famous musician and singer from Jamaica. 

He died from skin cancer at the age of 36. 

Sunshine includes two kinds of ultraviolet rays: UV A and UVB rays. Both 

types are dangerous because we cannot see them. UV A rays can pass through 

window glass, go deep into our skin and cause serious damage. Although UVB 

rays are blocked by window glass, they are the main cause of sunburn and skin 

cancer. Even on a cloudy day, most of the UV A and UVB rays from the sun 
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pass through the clouds. An effective way to block these rays is to regularly 

wear a high quality sunscreen. Those people who do not protect their skin 

from sunshine have a much higher chance of developing skin cancer than those 

who regularly use sunscreen. 

No matter which kind of sunscreen product you choose to use, it should be 

applied to dry skin twenty minutes prior to going outside in the sun. Take care 

to apply sunscreen to all parts of your face, hands and arms. Be careful to rub 

sunscreen on exposed skin such as your ears, as well as the back of your neck 

and knees. Sunscreens need to be applied about every two hours, but 

especially after you swim or do exercise that causes you to sweat. 

It is also important to understand the sun protection factor (SPF) number 

of suncreen, which is written as SPF 15, for example. In countries where skin 

cancer rates are the highest, such as Australia, New Zealand and the United 

States, doctors recommend that everyone should wear a sunscreen daily with 

at least SPF 15 if going outside in the sunshine for more than fifteen minutes. 

A weak sunscreen can be as low as SPF 2 and a strong one as high as SPF 70. 

These numbers indicate the ability of sunscreen to block the UVB rays that 

cause sunburn. The strength of SPF is calculated by comparing the amount of 

time needed to produce a sunburn on skin without sunscreen to the amount of 

time needed to cause sunburn on skin with sunscreen applied. Because UVB 

rays begin to burn skin after ten minutes, if you apply SPF 2 sunscreen, it will 

take twenty minutes of exposure to start a sunburn. If you use a sunscreen 

with SPF 15, it will take fifteen times longer to get sunburned, which is about 

150 minutes. 

However, it would be a mistake to think that you can put on sunscreen 

and stay in the sun all day. Sunscreens do not completely block UV A and UVB 

rays. Sunscreen with just SPF 2 will block 50%, SPF 15 will cut 93% and SPF 

30 will protect our skin against 97 % of burning UVB rays. 

Even though sunscreens are very useful to give our skin more protection 
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against the sun, it is also necessary to wear clothing and wide hats, and avoid 

outdoor activities in the middle of the day when the sun is strongest. Research 

has confirmed that the more often we get sunburned, the greater the risk of 

developing a variety of skin cancer types. It is therefore particularly important 

to protect the skin of young children by various means from the ultraviolet 

rays of the sun. 

71 sunburn B i!Ht (9~) 

ultraviolet rays ~7i-~JR 

sunscreen B i!Ht ll:&) 

11. A sunburn shows the effects of an injury to our skin. 

12. The brown colour of skin from sunburn shows that our skin is healthy. 

13. The risk of developing skin cancer is greater for people born with dark 

skin than people born with light-coloured skin. 

14. There is a higher risk of skin cancer from UVB rays than UV A rays. 

15. When you go outside in the sun, you should apply sunscreen within twenty 

minutes. 

16. It is necessary to put on sunscreen two hours after you swim. 

17. You should apply sunscreen for more than fifteen minutes if you go 

outside in the sunshine. 

18. SPF 15 sunscreen will protect your skin from sunburn for about two and a 

half hours in the sunshine. 

19. SPF 30 sunscreen will block twice as many ultraviolet rays as SPF 15. 

20. The frequency of sunburn is a risk factor for developing skin cancer. 
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(a) The hotel offers dinners for 2 to 12 people with prices __ $45 to $215. 

1. in range 2. to the extent of 

3. extending for 4. ranging from 

(b) We TV reporters will describe what happens without exaggeration. 

4. like it does 1. so as to 2. as it is 3. so is it 

(c) Don't cling to old-fashioned concepts. ___ , adopt new ideas. 

1. Otherwise 2. Instead 3. In spite 4. Except 

(d) I have been helping on this farm 

1. never had 2. for ever 

(e) A strong tendency to avoid risks 

gain wealth. 

1. maintain 2. refrain 

I could walk. 

3. ever since 4. ever before 

the banks from opportunities to 

3. changes 4. keeps 

(f) As he gave me direct assistance, I did the job with complete __ _ 

1. speedy 2. perfect 3. early 4. ease 

(g) The couple agreed that one would work and would stay home. 

1. each other 2. other 3. the other 4. one another 

(11) If there is a difference between the expectation and the outcome, think 

about what this. 

1. might have caused 

3. because of 

- 4 

2. may happen 

4. might due to 
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1l. ree-og-nize 12. aI-eo-hoI 13. of-fi-eial 

14. re-li-gion 15. traf-fie 16. par-eel 

17. in-flu-en-tial 18. in-no-eent 19. prod-uet 

20. in-ter-est -ing 2l. eon-tin-ue 22. ef-fort 

23. ex-pe-ri-enee 24. vi-o-Ienee 25. mu-tu-al 

26. oe-eu-pa-tion 27. dis-ap-pear 28. i-de-al 

29. mys-ter-i-ous 30. in-de-pend-ent 
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A. 1J5lO)et 3 tJ,¥ij~O)cIS G An! z::.lutJ-:::>;t G tJ ~'l~H:: ftbn L~'l G O)I;t'tI'H./ ~'lo 

It is a pity that such ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) employed for such unimportant work. 

1. an 

5. him 

2. be 

6. as 

3. ability 

7. his 

4. should 

B. ~;t-ct::A'¥ LJd~~-H;tH~fI"J*~~fr!iljk9r;ic1iiJEB9tJ:t O)-ctJ~'lo 

The data ( a ) ( b ) obtained are not ( c ) ( d ) ( e 

( f ) scientific standards. 

1. decisive 2. far 3. we 4. so 

5. enough 6. satisfy 7. to 

C. 8 ~ 2 -cjlF1G C 4 t::tJGo 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) 2, and ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. you 2. 8 3. 4 4. get 

5. divide 6. if 7. by 

D. T-7)"'~I;t~ 1u-c=AI;t;t§:;t;f G L~-:J t::o 

They sat ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) them. 

1. between 

5. themselves 

2. facing 

6. with 

-6-

3. a table 

7. each 

4. other 
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There is a feature of water that makes it almost unique, and which has a 

great effect on earthly life. It's the fact that water expands when it changes 

from a liquid to a solid. When most other liquids freeze, just the opposite 

happens - they contract and become more dense. The solid form of the 

substance will sink down to the bottom of the liquid form. 

But water is different. When ice forms, it doesn't sink. It floats, because 

ice is actually lighter than water. Think what that means to people who live in 

cool climates. If ice sank, a pond or lake would gradually freeze from the 

bottom up. All the water could eventually freeze, killing the fish and other 

creatures that live in it. 

(II J ~o)~)(O)~fJT( A ) ~ ( F ) ~J:I&)Qo)l=~:em~g!3tJ::eO)~rO) 1 ~ 9 

o)~~G.U, ~O).~~~~tt~o 

From Grade 2 on, there was one event every year that I hated for weeks in 

advance: the piano recital. A recital meant I had to practice a boring piece of 

music and perform in front of strangers who, I was sure, knew the notes much 

better than I did. Each year I would ask my father ( A ) "just this once." 

Each year he'd say no, mentioning something about building self-confidence 

and working towards a goal. 

So it was with great satisfaction that I stood in church in Richmond one 

recent Sunday, ( B ), and watched my father sweat in his shirt and tie, 

while recording him rising to play the piano in his very first recital. That day 

he taught me more about courage and dedication than all the words he used 

those 30-plus years ago. 

From the time he was small, my father had very much wanted to play 
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music. His mother, a factory worker, couldn't afford lessons, so a kindly 

couple in the small Arkansas town where he lived offered to pay. But he 

stopped after being laughed at by other boys his age. "I quit and always 

regretted it," he recalls. 

He could have gone on regretting it, as too many of us do. But though he 

was rooted in his past, he wasn't held there. Three years ago, about the time 

he retired, he asked his church music director to be his teacher. Just before 

the recital, the director told me my dad was getting C). "I keep waiting 

for him to reach his peak, but he hasn't yet." 

At first, when my father sat down at the piano on the stage, he simply 

stared at his fingers, and I wondered whether he would even begin. "He's 

forgotten the notes," I thought, remembering those tense moments years ago 

when my mind ( D ). 

But then the beautiful tune of Aram Khachaturian's "Melody" emerged 

from the same large fingers that once turned the pages of my storybooks and 

put worms on my fishing hooks. I realized my father had been doing what 

music teachers always tell their students to do: Focus on the music, and 

pretend the rest of us aren't there. 

The rest of us that day included my ll-year-old son, Jeff, and not a small 

number of relatives and friends. Dad had tried to keep the event quiet, but 

word spread; even his three golfing partners, much to his surprise, showed up. 

He made it through "Melody" and sailed through Burgmiiller's 

"Arabesque." What he lacked in precision ( E ). He then rose, turned to 

his audience and bowed in a rather comical way, making us laugh with relief. 

"Bob, you play piano a lot better than you play golf," his golfing friend Bob 

later joked. Another friend, Jesse, confessed to me that he once played violin 

but hadn't picked it up in 43 years. 

On our way home I asked Jeff: "So what did you think about your 

granddad?" 
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"He was great," Jeff replied. "I'm glad he did it. I bet he is too." 

It has been said that grandparents show grandchildren the mountain tops, 

while parents teach the hard work needed to get there. My father ( F ) , 

but as far as his grandson is concerned, he's at the top of the mountain. 

i± recital 1) -l:T1' -!Y }J; 

1. better all the time 

2. would go blank and my fingers would freeze 

3. too busy with his job 

4. may not have reached his peak musically 

5. if I could skip the recital 

6. never achieved his dream 

7. video camera in hand 

8. the audience began to get up and leave 

9. was more than made up for in feeling 
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emJ *O)(a)-(h)O)~~tflH:AtlQO)~:fi:t~~t~m('PJ) ~ 1 - 40)t:j:li,»G--:J9-:J 

~U, .:cO)*-¥j-~~CA it J:o 

(a) When floor space is scarce, use walls 

1. taking advance fully 

3. of advantage all 

to display goods. 

2. advancing of all 

4. to full advantage 

(b) Science has helped us to cure diseases thought of as fatal. 

1. in advance 2. previously 3. late 4. no later 

(c) I talk about current issues than about the unchangeable past. 

1. would rather 2. would have 

3. think easier 4. suppose it more important 

(d) I felt very nervous 

1. first the time 

I spoke in public. 

2. the first time 

3. a first when 4. for the first time 

(e) There is a risk of danger with sports when safety procedures 

correctly. 

1. carry out 

3. aren't followed 

2. being introduced 

4. never be taken 

(f) I was so physically exhausted that I had no choice relax a while. 

1. but to 2. except for 

3. other than 4. besides being 

(g) They divide their work makes both of them happy. 

1. III a manner 

3. which way 

2. such a way how it 

4. in a way that 

(11) I had always felt that we were heading direction. 

1. in the same 2. for same 3. to different 

4 

4. differently a 
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eNJ ~O)(a)~(f)t=SV)L. -n~$O)~{f7J~~te lAftciPJ c: t>0)~ 1 ~ 4 0)9=t7J\ t;

-:J~U . .:c0)*i%~1l2A it eta 

(a) variety 

1. repl~ 2. image 3. meadow 4. b~sically 

(b) oven 

1. walk 2. abroad 3. rubber 4. bonus - - -

(c) possess 

1. release 2. assess 3. purpose 4. disease 

(d) bloom 

1. urgent 2. youth 3. southern 4. hook 

(e) ache 

1. charter 2. chorus 3. chilly 4. stretch 

(f) confusion -
1. pen~ion 2. action 3. division 4. presenta!ion -
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The party ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) in the elections, ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) the huge ones that were predicted. 

1. but 2. like 3. modest 4. number 

5. gains 6. nothing 7. made 

B. J:: < :t.j;) A.;t~ ~= J7.A.;t~ (j)Ml:fb (j)*IjItR~=)('P] ~ J ~tT~l}~ ;Q);Q)itT < tl2t G 

tdd.o 

How could you ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) questioning my judgment 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ) everyone like that? 

l. of 

5. embarrass 

2. ashamed 

6. front 

3. by 

7. me 

4. in 

c. ~ 00l: ~ J;Q) -=> td~JT G v)~J,i;~M!;z ~f, ~tt(j)~rfb~ J:: 'J * < !:J::Ji:9 Q ::: C 

;Q'Il:~ Qo 

The new metal ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) 

our products more cheaply. 

l. China 2. us 

5. making 6. to make 

3. enables 

7. found 

4. III 

D. )v7(j)ffl1~~::l:~;zTv)Q;Q'\, 1/7v~~»1:9QC, !:J::~2i;Q'\rPJLGt-:V~tl: 

~::l:t~v)o 

People are earning more, but when inflation is ( a ) ( b ) 

( c ), they are ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) . 

l. into 2. account 3. rising 4. better 

5. taken 6. no 7. off 
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When people talk, they gesture, and those gestures often convey ideas not 

found in their words. They are communicative acts that are free to take on 

forms that speech cannot assume or, for a child at the earlier stages of 

language learning, forms that the child cannot yet articulate. At a time in 

their development when children are limited in what they can say, gesture 

offers an additional means of expression, extending the range of emotions and 

ideas a child can express. And young children greatly benefit from this. 

i±. articulate f;t -:J ~ f] § '5 

(II] ~O)~xO)I*J~ C~~C9 Q ~ O)~rO) 11 ~20 O)q:t~) G II9J~'U, .:c0)*-l%~ 

~CA it eto 

An old Jewish story tells of the birth of a baby boy named Joshua. He was 

his parents' first child and they were very happy, but their joy was darkened 

when an angel told them that the child was fated to die from a snake bite on 

the day of his wedding. While the boy was still young, they did not think about 

this so much, but when he grew into a handsome, popular young man, they 

became afraid that he would fall in love and want to get married, and so they 

told him what the angel had said about his fate. Deeply shocked, Joshua 

agreed to keep away from the village girls. Years passed and one by one his 

brothers and sisters got married, and gradually he grew lonely and sad. 

Then, when he was thirty, Joshua fell in love with a kind and beautiful 

young woman named Naomi. She loved him too, and both of them knew that 

they would never love anyone else. Joshua begged his parents to allow him to 

marry. They reminded him of the angel and tried to persuade him against 
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marrying. However, although he was afraid of dying, he was so deeply in love 

that he would not give up the idea of getting married, even if it resulted in his 

own death. "Death would be better," he said, "than living alone all my life 

without the woman 1 love." 

Realizing that they could not change his mind, his parents went to seek 

advice from Solomon Levi, the wisest man in their village. He thought deeply 

and then told them, "Let your son marry, but on his wedding day make sure 

that he is dressed from head to foot in five sheepskins. As you travel to the 

wedding, his brothers must carry him on a chair to make sure that his feet do 

not touch the ground." 

The parents did exactly as the wise man had ordered. On his wedding 

day, they wrapped Joshua in five sheepskins and his brothers carried him on a 

chair to keep his feet off the ground. Suddenly, as they walked to the wedding 

ceremony, a huge snake dropped down from a tree and tried to bite Joshua in 

the leg, but it couldn't bite through the thick sheepskins that covered him. The 

brothers killed the snake and buried it under a large stone. Then they walked 

on to the wedding ceremony, which took place peacefully. The whole family 

felt deep relief and joy that Joshua had escaped his fate. 

Joshua and his wife lived happily together, and had many children. After 

twenty years, Joshua's parents died. Many more years passed and his beloved 

wife grew old and died. So did his brothers and sisters. His own children grew 

old and died, and then even his grandchildren died of old age, but Joshua kept 

on living. By now he was so old that he was deaf and almost blind, and so 

weak that it was difficult for him to get out of bed. He had led a very long, 

full and happy life, but now he was tired of living too long. 

Joshua's great-grandchildren loved him deeply and were sad to see his 

suffering. They went for advice to a wise old man and told him the story of 

how Joshua had escaped death on his wedding day. The wise man said, "I 

heard this story from my father, who heard it from his father, Solomon Levi. 
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Because Joshua escaped the death he was fated to die, he cannot die at all." 

"What shall we do?" they asked. "He is suffering so much." 

The wise man said, "You must find the place where the snake was buried 

and take the dust from there, mix it with water and let the old man drink it. 

Only then will he be able to die." 

They found the stone under which the snake had been buried, collected the 

dust, then mixed it with water and carried it back to their great-grandfather. 

He drank and almost immediately a smile of thankfulness appeared on his face 

and he died peacefully. 

it fated ~frr:Ht G nt.:: 

great-grandchildren U1* 

11. Joshua's parents told him about the angel's story while he was a child, so 

that he would keep away from the village girls and thus avoid falling in love 

when he grew older. 

12. Joshua was so deeply shocked by hearing what the angel said about the 

way he was fated to die that gradually he grew lonely and sad. 

13. Despite avoiding the village girls for years, Joshua eventually met a young 

woman who he realized would be the only woman he would ever love. 

14. Joshua's parents tried to persuade the angel to stop Joshua and Naomi 

getting married. 

15. Joshua was scared of dying, but he loved Naomi even more than he feared 

death. 

16. On Joshua's wedding day, his parents could not arrange everything exactly 

as Solomon Levi had advised them, but fortunately the snake was not strong 

enough to bite through the thick sheepskins. 

17. Joshua and Naomi had many children, and their only sadness was that 

Joshua's parents died before seeing any of them. 
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18. One by one, all of Joshua's loved ones died, leaving him weak, deaf and 

almost blind, with no one to take care of him. 

19. The wise man who gave advice to Joshua's great-grandchildren was the 

grandson of Solomon Levi, whose advice had saved Joshua's life on his 

wedding day. 

20. In the end, the only way Joshua could die was by means of the snake that 

was supposed to kill him on his wedding day. 
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(a) There was a long pause while he decided the right words to explain 

his thought. 

1. that 2. whether 3. to 4. on 

(b) If we could achieve this task, how wonderful would be. 

1. which 2. it 3. such 4. so 

(c) While studies are needed, I think we have come closer to a 

conclusion. 

1. much 

3. moreover 

2. in more detail 

4. further 

(d) I would follow my parents' wishes, but I would also consider 

1. my limits of own 

3. own my limits 

2. my own limits 

4. own limits of me 

(e) ___ our surprise, Father made a full-course meal for us. 

1. As much as 2. So much 3. Much to 4. More than 

(f) He was not listening to me, so it was 

today. 

telling him what happened 

1. no good 2. not good at 

3. no better for 4. had better not 
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(g) It was a quiet town and the last place frightening things to happen. 

1. you would expect 2. you to expect 

3. you for expecting 4. your expecting 

(11) she does well, developing friendships may be at the top of the list. 

1. For all things 2. All of the things 

3. From all what 4. Of all the things 
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(IV) ~O)(a)-(f)f=Sv'\-C, -nJR$O)~tf1,))~tf:lI.AfrclPJc:t>O)~ 1 - 5 O)q:t1,)\G

J~LF, .:c0)*-l%~B2A it J::o 

(a) seize 

1. breast 2. h~ght 3. fever 4. item 5. wild -

(b) ancient -
1. amateur 2. p~ttern 3. add 4. v~gue 5. pl~net -

(c) devote -
1. novel 2. modern 3. p~licy 4. wander 5. coast - -

(d) swear 

1. affair 2. dear 3. career 4. earn 5. learn 

(e) ocean 

1. occasion 2. architect 3. machine 4. scholar 5. mosquito 

(f) wood 

1. c~mpass 2. wolf 3. stomach 4. c~mpany 5. rough - -
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(VJ ;fl;:O)B*)(O):i:~~{i;t.QJ:-jl:~)(o)( a )-( f )0)~1M~1-70) 

~ ('Pj) --r!!l!&), ..:c0)*~~~2A:lt J:o td:S, ~vtd: v'l~ ('Pj)j6~1?tFp' I: -"::Y9':) J5 

.Qo 

A. ~~~..:cO)~@~@e<~~~~~~~~~, ..:ch--r~g<~.~fi<~~ 

I: Gt=.o 

She told me she had ( a ) ( b ) ( c ), but I decided to go and 

see it ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. enjoyed 

5. not 

2. same 

6. the 

3. the film 

7. instead 

4. all 

B. -lj" /' P '7 ,;:t, ±aft1 B ,;:t#!:* ~ "Cff:!tt=. tJ ~-*~I:~~'9 ~ ~ I: G LV'l.Qo 

Sandra ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) to spend Saturdays ( d ) ( e 

( f ). 

1. it 

5. with 

2. makes 

6. decides 

3. a rule 

7. her 

c. ~';:t~O):i:~I:J: ~L9«L~t)H'l~'G v'lU±v'lt=.o 

4. kids 

His ( a ) ( b ) forced him to make ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) everything. 

1. full 

5. of 

2. owing to 

6. a 

3. conscience 4. confession 

7. guilty 

D. ~~;Q~ rv'l':)--r~-T"'f~ G *9 J:J ~ ~ ~ L < h LV'l.Q O),;:tV;Q) J LV'l.Q ~th 

C, ,£ < t=. tJ;Q~~~~ v'lv'lJ: -j I:~~LV'l.Q ~)ittvht=. < td: v'lo 

I know she has offered to babysit ( a ) ( b ), but I don't want her 

to think we are ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. her 

5. taking 

2. time 

6. any 

- 8 

3. advantage 

7. of 

4. use 
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